The Southeastern Librarian

About the Journal

_The Southeastern Librarian (SELn)_ is the official publication of the Southeastern Library Association (SELA). The quarterly open access publication seeks to publish articles, announcements, and news of professional interest to the library community in the southeast. The publication also represents a significant means for addressing the Association's research objective.

The quarterly issues contain peer reviewed articles, book reviews, as well as SELA, state, and library personnel news. The journal continuously accepts submissions for publication consideration. Those who submit do not have to be members of the Southeastern Library Association.

**Journal Acceptance Rate**
The _SELn_ has an acceptance rate of 63%.

**Distribution**
From 2012 to 2021, the _SELn_ averaged over 12,000 full-text downloads annually. A milestone was achieved in 2021, when the _SELn_ reached the highest number of downloads of any previous year with over 18,700 full-text downloads.

**By Country**
The _SELn_ is an open access publication with a global readership distribution. _SELn_ content is viewed by readers across approx. 187 different countries. The U.S. has the highest readership followed by India, China, the Philippines, Canada, the United Kingdom, the Russian Federation, Nigeria, France, Germany, and Singapore.

**Figure 1. Countries with the Highest _SELn_ Downloads**

*Readership distribution data by country includes data from 12/16/2014 to present.*
**By Institution Type**

SELn content is primarily accessed by educational institutions, but is also accessed by commercial, government, and other types of institutions.

**Figure 2. SELn Downloads by Institution Type**

![Pie chart showing distribution by institution type]
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*Readership distribution data by institution type includes data from 12/16/2014 to present.*

**Indexing**

The SELn is indexed in the following EBSCOhost databases:
- Library Literature & Information Science Full Text
- Library, Information Science & Technology Abstracts

As an open access publication, the SELn can also be found and accessed via any search engine and is most often access via the Kennesaw State University Digital Commons depository (https://digitalcommons.kennesaw.edu/seln/), Google (www.google.com), and Google Scholar (www.scholar.google.com).